First principles investigation on energetics, structure, and mechanical properties of amorphous carbon films doped with B, N, and Cl.
Amorphous carbon (a-C) films have received significant attention due to their reliable structures and superior mechanical, chemical and electronic properties, making them a strong candidate as a hard mask material. We investigated the energetics, structure, and electronic and mechanical properties of the B, N, and Cl doped a-C films based on density functional theory (DFT) calculation. Our DFT calculated results clearly show that introducing B and N atoms into a-C films makes the bulk modulus slightly reduced as a function of the concentration increases. Interestingly, it is noted that introducing Cl atom into a-C films makes the bulk modulus is drastically reduced, which suggests that the films softened by Cl doping would relieve residual stress of the individual layers within the overall stacks in integrated semiconductor devices. These requirements become more important and increasingly more challenging to meet as the device integrity grows. In the perspective of F blocking nature, B doping into a-C films pulls in and captures the F atom due to the strong bonding nature of B‒F bond than C-F bond. Unlike the B doping, for the N doped a-C film, F atom has extremely large diffusion barrier of 4.92 eV. This large diffusion barrier is attributed to the electrostatically repulsive force between both atoms. The Cl doped a-C film shows consistently the similar results with the N doped a-C film because both N and Cl atoms have large electro-negativity, which causes F atom to push out. If one notes the optimized designing with the suitable doped characteristics, our results could provide a new straightforward strategy to tailor the a-C films with excellent mechanical and other novel physical and chemical properties.